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Mom and Pop’s knew the value of education because of their
lack of. Their advocacy and giving hearts has inspired the
organization of a space where we can transform lives by
providing education and knowledge to the people of Haiti. It is
estimated that only 57% of Haiti's children attend school and
fewer than 30% of them reach 6th grade. Our various learning
activities will teach and equip with the tools necessary to be
prosperous and help Haiti grow and thrive in the years to come.
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In honor of Wanda and the late Richard Morrison we have
opened up a new learning lab at the Figi Jezi Community
Transformation Center in Haiti. Thanks to Teacher Telly and our
four newly hired educators we were able to enhance our
programs with new opportunities for our community. In addition
to our youth GROW class(incorporating agriculture and growing
in Christ), our Sunday youth Bible School, and our English classes,
we have now added additional youth and adult computer
classes using Smart Box education as well as sewing classes. We
utilize every class as a way to sing and pray with our students.

LEARNING AND OPPORTUNITY FOR
ALL AGES AND STAGES OF LIFE

WHY:

HOW:

WHAT:

“Many hands makes the load lighter.” We are spreading
awareness and building a team of faithful partners who feel lead
by the spirit to make a one-time financial gift, donate needed
supplies (listed on the back) and/or become a monthly sponsor
which will enable us to expand our programs even further and
continue transforming lives in our community through education
and learning. For just $1800 a month we can continue our current
programs, open additional time slots, replenish our supply and
ensure that our educators are compensated beyond their current
one-year contract. 


